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Abstract –– Previously, we published research showing
that atomic transformation (transmutation) can be carried
out under low-energy conditions akin to chemical catalysis.
In this paper, we offer an example of synthesis of elemental silver from silicon, using liquid and solid state catalysis
in a two-step process. We have found that the high
ionic/electric activity of a concentrated sodium hydroxide
solution in combination with heating is sufficient to induce
atomic transformation and generate a product containing
silicon dioxide with minor amounts of sodium and aluminum. When heated at a temperature of 1200°C, this
mixture produces silver at a high yield. Results confirm
ancient alchemists’ claims of producing noble metals by
syntheses utilizing simple, common chemical procedures.

compound) “biting” the sun, the alchemical symbol of gold,
with blood spurting from the wound. The mythic
Philosopher’s Stone is described as a red substance derived
from gold, a catalyst of transmutation and also a powerful
health elixir. In the broadest sense, the purpose of alchemy
was the extraction of life energy called “Od” from plants and
minerals for healing and transmutation. This is similar to
the Eastern philosophy’s concept of chi or prana.
We previously introduced a new theory of the atom that
provides a theoretical framework for the design of low-energy nuclear reactions.3,4 This theory proposes that atoms
exist as complex electromagnetic structures that are circulators of the space lattice, the carrier medium for electromagnetic interactions. We suggested that electromagnetic energy
is pervasive throughout nature, and that electromagnetic
pressure of sufficient intensity
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activities of molecules, a method
With the advent of the induscommonly used in chemical
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catalysis. We proposed that a sinfrom public discourse. Today, its
gle catalytic step may be enough
accounts are largely considered
to produce elements of lower
fantasy
and
superstition,
atomic masses, while the synthealthough it is generally acknowlsis of elements of higher atomic
edged that alchemy led to the
masses requires a second catalytic
development of certain basic
step. We have since proven this5
chemical procedures. While
and now demonstrate how this
numerous attempts have been Figure 1. Alchemical synthesis of the Philosopher’s Stone. method can be applied to synthemade to decipher alchemical
size the noble metal Ag.
texts, its formalism is completely alien to modern science,
an example of which is the alchemical “equation” for the
preparation of the Philosopher’s Stone (Figure 1).
Materials and Methods
This illustration shows a green lion (possibly an antimony
All chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, ACS grade
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or equivalent. All containers coming into contact with reaction media
were made of glass. The elemental transformation method used was
described previously.5 Briefly, the reaction comprised two steps: first
NaOH was refluxed gently for 24 hours in a borosilicate glass reactor.
After cooling to room temperature, the pH was adjusted slowly to a
slightly acidic level (pH 4-5) with 1:1 HCl. The solution became turbid
and a white precipitate began to form early in the neutralization
process.
From the slightly acidic pH, the mixture was re-adjusted to reach a
mildly alkaline pH 8. As the supernatant slowly cleared, a white precipitate settled out. The precipitate was washed by re-suspension in
deionized water and allowed to settle overnight followed by repeated
washes with deionized water in a centrifuge. The objective was to
remove residual salts, followed by air drying.
Subsequently, the precipitate was heated at 70°C for 7 hours to reach
a constant weight. The granular, soft white material was crushed to a
fine powder in a porcelain mortar and stored in a plastic jar at room
temperature. The second catalytic step involved heating the white precipitate, mixed with high-purity carbon powder at various ratios, to
1200°C for 1-24 hours in a Sentrotech STT-1600 tube furnace. A
graphite crucible was used for heating. The crucible was created by cutting 1” side-long cubes from a high-purity graphite sheet into which a
1 cm diameter hole was drilled to hold the precipitate. SEM-EDS analyses were performed using a Philips Quanta 600.

Figure 2. SEM image of sample area.

Results
We reported that heating of concentrated NaOH solution and subsequent neutralization led to the formation of a white precipitate5 that
is represented by the chemical formula of Na0.07Al0.04SiO2.27. It is predominantly SiO2 with minor amounts of Na and Al along with a number of trace components.5
When heated at 1200°C in a high-purity graphite block, numerous
electron-dense grains appear that were absent in the starting material
(Figures 2 and 3). Subsequent EDS analysis of the grains (Figure 4)
demonstrated Ag as the main reaction product, along with some U. No
Ag or U was detected in the starting white precipitate or carbon
products used by ESM-EDS (not
shown).
The same sample area (Figure 3)
was subjected to mapping: a
300x300 µm area was analyzed for
Ag content, shown by white color
(Figure 5). Besides the obvious
large metal granules, the image is
full of white dots of fine-grained
Ag.

Discussion
Presently, elemental transformation (transmutation) is carried out
in nuclear reactors and other systems utilizing nuclear radiation.
Over the past two decades, a large
body of evidence has accumulated
on low-energy nuclear reactions
demonstrating that electromagnetic effects can be sufficient to
achieve atomic transformation.6-9
We previously introduced the Figure 4. SEM-EDS analysis of the grains.
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Figure 3. Backscatter image of sample area.

elements/metals in any quantity desired.
We have also shown that the mythical ancient art of
alchemy has its roots in reality. While the alchemists’ methods were remarkably simple by modern terms, their understanding of certain natural laws surpassed that of contemporary sciences. In summary, our work suggests that we may
now be at the threshold of developing a new understanding
of the atom and atomic processes, an understanding that
could open an era of yet-to-be imagined opportunities for
physical and material sciences.
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Figure 5. SEM-EDS area mapping for Ag.

term low-energy atomic transformation as opposed to
nuclear reaction to describe the synthesis of new elements
under conditions similar to chemical catalysis.5 As chemical
reactions are electric, we reasoned that the high
ionic/electric activity of extreme pH could be sufficient to
drive atomic transformation reactions. Heating the reaction
mixture amplifies the electric activity of high pH and should
thus increase reaction rates.
In our atomic transformation reaction,5 we managed to
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